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Top Secret is the highest level of classified information. Information is further compartmented so that specific
access using a code word after top secret is a legal way to hide collective and important information. Such
material would cause "exceptionally grave damage" to national security if made publicly available. Prior to
1942, the United Kingdom and other members of the British Empire ...
Classified information - Wikipedia
The U.S. Government classifies over 500 million pages of documents each year, offering little transparency to
the public. How can we know anything about what is happening on our planet if so much information is kept
hidden from us? â€œAccording to our best estimates, more than half of all U.S. government records are
classified. For an archivist [â€¦]
Right Beneath Your Feet: The Hidden Reality of Deep
Secrecy (also called clandestinity or furtiveness) is the practice of hiding information from certain individuals
or groups who do not have the "need to know", perhaps while sharing it with other individuals. That which is
kept hidden is known as the secret. Secrecy is often controversial, depending on the content or nature of the
secret, the group or people keeping the secret, and the ...
Secrecy - Wikipedia
The National Archives is releasing documents previously withheld in accordance with the JFK Assassination
Records Collection Act. The vast majority of the Collection (88%) has been open in full and released to the
public since the late 1990s.
JFK Assassination Records - 2018 Additional Documents
The declassified 28 pages from the report of the congressional Joint Inquiry into Intelligence Community
Activities Before and After the Terrorist Attacks of September 11 can be read in their originally-released PDF
format by clicking the image on the right.
The Declassified 28 Pages | 28Pages.org
Declassified files reveal the black-and-white facts. of governmental collusion, corruption, crime and
conspiracy. They show the shocking extent to which groups of people, using and hiding behind the concept of
â€œgovernmentâ€•, have committed egregious acts of injury, harm and murder.
20 Declassified Files Proving Governmental Crime
Fluoride, Teeth, and the Atomic Bomb by Chris Bryson & Joel Griffiths. Some fifty years after the United
States began adding fluoride to public water supplies to reduce cavities in childrenâ€™s teeth, declassified
government documents are shedding new light on the roots of that still-controversial public health measure,
revealing a surprising connection between fluoride and the dawning of the ...
Fluoride Action Network | Fluoride, Teeth, and the Atomic Bomb
OPPO - a company producing consumer technology. Founded in 2004, it has registered its brand in many
countries around the world. In 2008, the OPPO came into the portable electronics segment and has launched
its own production of mobile phones.
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